
Intuitive Development
For Success, Healing & Creativity

“You must first draw from the well-spring 

of the Divine in your own nature to nourish 

and give to your-self – then there will be 

more than enough to nourish others . . .” 
VIKING RUNE

A Three Day Intensive in Expanding Perception
DATE: Auguest 23 to August 25, 2011
TIME: 10:00AM to 8:00PM with breaks
PLACE: “Milovici” Stone House in 
Radovici, Montenegro
FEE: 80 € or with accommodation 110 €
FACILITATOR: Sandra Chadwick Mussey.
Contact her by email: Scmussey@aol.com
Or contact your Radovici regional representative:
Nadja Sevaljevic: nadja.sevaljevic@gmail.com

“Intuition — A form of direct knowing and perception that is akin 
to instinct or divining empathy, that gives revelation by direct insight into 
reality as it is, in itself, absolutely, without reasoning, inferring or rational 
thought.” WEBSTERS’ DICTIONARY

In this workshop, you will learn to:

✳ Discover what Intuition is and how you can access it.
✳ Listen to the Inner Voice and find your grounding and Higher Center of Guidance.
✳ Open the Intuitive Gateway to receive visual, kinesthetic and auditory insights.
✳ Distinguish true intuitive impression from projection, fantasy and opinion.
✳ Tune into the Soul’s Essence and connect with the stories and metaphors of the Heart.
✳ Become aware of the mind’s magnetism in creating and manifesting reality.
✳ Recognize how synchronicity assures support for your life dreams.
✳ Protect your sensitivity from the projections of others.
✳ Use Expressive Arts processes as a tool for opening Intuitive channels.
✳ Experience the Magic and Wonder of the Oneness of All.

This course is an introduction to the principles of intuitive development. The creative power of the universe 
always tries to move through our intuitive channels to protect, guide, inspire and help us manifest our 
heartfelt goals.  Focus will be on opening the intuitive gateway in order to access information - expanding 
perceptual insights coming through in metaphoric visual, kinesthetic or auditory channels. Areas covered will 
be grounding, basic meditation skills, the chakra system, reading at a distance and exercises emphasizing the 
sensing of energy and intuitive exchange. Expressive Art tools of movement, art, writing and sound will be 
utilized to help free intuitive channels and to inspire creativity. There will be practical experience doing intuitive 
readings for self and others.


